Cyxtera
SmartCabs

Your Data Center, On Demand.
For businesses looking to benefit from the scale and speed of the cloud while
retaining the control, performance, and security of dedicated infrastructure, Cyxtera
SmartCabs offer the best of both worlds. Offering point-and-click provisioning
of dedicated, on-demand colocation cabinets complete with built-in power and
an integrated, configurable, core network fabric, smart cabinets allow for rapid
deployment of infrastructure and dramatically accelerated time to market.

SmartCabs provide enterprises with:
On-demand, dedicated, and
preconfigured space and power
within a Cyxtera data center.

A unified environment that can be
managed through Cyxtera’s selfservice customer portal or API.

Built-in access to Cyxtera’s proprietary
integrated bandwidth solution, IP
Connect, which includes Layer 3
network capabilities and requires no
additional hardware.

The ability to rapidly expand
capacity to meet business
requirements or to develop a
backup for a primary environment.

On-demand bare metal compute
power from top-tier providers such as
Nutanix, NVIDIA, Fujitsu and HPE.

A predictable monthly operational
expense instead of large, upfront
capital expenditure.

Direct, low-latency, and secure
access to a densely connected
global ecosystem of technology
service providers.

Scale Rapidly — Without
Compromising on Performance,
Control, or Cost.

Run enterprise workloads on world-class
hardware, benefit from reliable, highperformance connectivity and extend your data
center environment with the simplicity and
agility of software.

Increased Agility.

Flexible Bandwidth.

Instant Compute Power.

Leverage the financial and operational

Adapt to changing business requirements

Rather than wait months for your servers

flexibility of as-a-Service solutions to move

by scaling capacity as needed, without

to be delivered, automated, on-demand

FAST — expanding to new markets and

waiting for hardware to be delivered.

provisioning allows you to get started
immediately.

spinning up new business models in
record time.
Powerful Remote Access.

Deep Connectivity.

Reduced Complexity.

Maximize productivity from anywhere in

Enjoy low-latency, direct connections to

Cyxtera’s innovative software allows you

the world with powerful, automated tools

all major cloud providers, and access to a

to simplify and automate the delivery,

powered by Cyxtera’s intuitive API-driven

robust global ecosystem of network and

installation, and configuration of your

customer portal.

technology service providers.

colocation infrastructure.

Cyxtera’s deeply connected, intelligently automated global data center

Transform Your
Digital Business
Drive digital
transformation
initiatives
forward with:

footprint and thriving partner ecosystem enable your enterprise to establish
on-demand connections to a huge range of network, cloud, and technology
service providers, with access to the flexible solutions you need.

Cloud On-Ramps

On-Demand Internet Bandwidth

Save 7X on egress costs by establishing direct

Rapidly provision fault-tolerant connectivity via

connections to all leading cloud providers, including

multiple Tier 1 IP backbones and deploy fast,

Azure, AWS, and GCP. Most facilities provide 3ms or

cost-effective primary or backup IP connections in

lower latency.

minutes. Capacities range from 10 Mbps – 10 Gbps.

Direct Connectivity

Fully Automated Provisioning

Initiate the secure, reliable, direct, and low-latency

Cyxtera’s Digital Exchange platform provides

connections your enterprise needs to scale digital

rapid interconnection, predictable monthly billing

business operations and accelerate growth.

and click-and-connect access to an ecosystem of
network and technology service providers.

Ready to learn more about our SmartCab? Email us or call us at 1-855-699-8372
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